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TANZANIA STOCK EXCHANGE
GOES PUBLIC AS SAUDI ARABIA
MANDATES IFRS FOR CORPORATES
its efficiency; promote its competitiveness within the regional
financial markets centre; increase capital investments in markets
The Dar es Salaam Stock Exchange (DSE) in Tanzania has opened

infrastructures and trading technologies and enhance good

up its ownership to the public. This follows the approval by the

corporate governance practice for sustainable investment

Capital Markets and Securities Authority (CMSA) of the

protection inter alia.

Prospectus in respect of Dar- es-Salaam Stock Exchange (DSE Plc)

In a related development, The Saudi Capital Market Authority

to raise TZS 7.5 billion($3.4million) by way of initial Public Offer

(CMA) has obligated listed entities to adopt the International

(IPO) and listing of 15,000,000 Ordinary Shares of TZS 500($0.23

Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as endorsed by the Saudi

cent)/each.

Organization for Certified Public Accountants (SOCPA) who

The IPO and listing of DSE Plc. is the hallmark of the

had resolved for entities listed on the Saudi Stock Exchange to

demutualization process.This entails that individuals, institutional

implement the IFRS starting from January 1, 2017.

investors, including stockbrokers can acquire up to 20 per cent

The CMA explained that its decision to mandate listed

shareholding in the 20 – year- old bourse. The DSE is the third

companies on the stock market to disclose the progress of

Exchange in Africa to

transition to the IFRS endorsed by the Organization for

Editorial Board

demutualise coming after

Certified Public Accountants (SOCPA) was reached after
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Mustapha Warabe - Member
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Johannesburg Stock

consultations and coordination with participants in the stock

Exchange and Nairobi

market.

Securities Exchange.

The transition to IFRS is planned to be in three phases. The

Globally, demutualization

disclosure of phases aims to verify the ability of listed companies

have been embraced by

to prepare financial statements in accordance with the IFRS

the securities markets

before the due date. The phases include a group of disclosures

space especially after the

relating to the extent of the IFRS transition plan preparation by

first incident recorded by

listed companies, and the appointment of an external consultant

the Stockholm Stock

as well as the formation of an internal team responsible for the
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CMA indicated that a high steering committee has been formed
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listed (World Federation
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It is significant to note that the demutualization of the DSE will

encounter. The committee includes members with experience

further enhance DSE's financial and operational capacity; enhance

and competence from both within and outside the CMA.
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Vera Esperance dos Santo Daves

Vera Daves

Vera Esperança dos Santos Daves was born in Luanda on 18 May,

appointed Chair of

1983 and holds a degree in Economics from the Catholic

CMC Angola

University of Angola (UCAN). She also took a stint in teaching on

The President of

the Executive MBA promoted by the Catholic Business School

the Republic of

Alliance.

Angola

has

She had worked as Finance technique in Sonangol and in

ap p o i n t e d Ve r a

Empresa De Servicos De Sondagens De Angola (ESSA) as

Daves

the

Director of the Office of Research Products of the capital

Chairman of the

market and activities of market intermediaries, directly or

Board

indirectly.

as

of

the

C ap i t a l M a r ke t

Prior to her appointment as Chairperson of CMC she held the

Commission

position of Managing Director CMC Angola.

(CMC).

The AMERC Secretariat congratulates you and wishes you great

Her

appointment came after the former Chairman, Mr. Archer

success.

Mangueira was appointed the Minister of Finance.

SEO Iran, New Chairman Appointed
Dr. Shapour Mohammadi prior to his appointment was the

Dr. Shapour Mohammadi

The Securities and

Deputy Minister of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Finance.

Exchange High Council

Other positions he occupied include: The CEO of the Iran

approved the appointed

Energy Exchange (IRENEX), Secretary General, Iranian

of

Shapour

Investment Institutions Association, member of SEC arbitration

Mohammadi as the new

board, a member of the SEO Index Committee, among others.

Chairman

Dr. Shapour Mohammadi took over from Dr. Fetanat following

D r.

of

the

Securities and Exchange
Organization of Iran (SEO).

his appointment as an advisor to the Minister of Economic
Affairs and Finance.

AMERC News
SEO Iran and BaFIN sign Memorandum of
Understanding
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ease the linkage of the Iranian capital market to the capital
markets in Europe.
Dr. Mohammadi, the Chairman of the SEO divulged that over
50% of the FPI in Iran belongs to Germany and Germanspeaking countries and this is an undeniable proof that
Germany and Iran share plenty of common grounds and
potential to jointly work on. He considered the MoU a
milestone and new chapter in the cooperative history of the
German and Iranian capital markets. He assured that the
MOU will definitely pave the way for a smoother and more
facile collaboration between the entities in the German
capital markets and those in the Iranian capital market since
the top authorities in the German and Iranian capital
markets have gotten engaged. He pointed out that the
German financial market can cooperate with its Iranian
counterpart in diverse areas including, but not limited to,
market designing and restructuring, technology,
custodianship, dual listing and suchlike.
In the end, the two parties agreed, as the next step, to lay the

AMERC News
avenues to proactively receive constructive and sufficiently
evidenced tips to improve responsiveness and strengthen
timely enforcement.
He added that the portal will be accessed through the
Authority's website and will give whistleblowers an
opportunity to share anonymous but verifiable evidence with
the potential to complement and support CMA's investigation
and enforcement efforts.
When using the portal, whistle blowers can indicate the nature
of the malpractice or allegation, the place, date and time of its
occurrence, information on key suspects and details of persons
who can verify or provide further information. Also, whistle
blowers will be required to attach supporting documentation
to assist the investigations team. Whistle blowers are however
at liberty to share their contact details or remain anonymous.
This initiative is in recognition of the pivotal role
whistleblowers play in promoting effective investigations which
can lead to sustainable enforcement actions which strengthen
market confidence and promotes integrity of the market.

foundations of the expansion of the bilateral collaboration
by forming a working group from which some common
grounds and points of mutual interest are elicited for the
realization and materialization of the contents of the MoU.
In the first step, there will be coming-together in the form of
joint workshops, both virtual and non-virtual, to share
knowledge and experience in the relevant fields.
On the sideline of this meeting with the BaFin officials, the
SEO delegates also had meetings with other entities of the
German financial markets including Deutsche Bundesbank
and Deutsche Borse.

QFMA Qatar Authorizes the Practice of Margin Trading.

The Qatar Financial Markets Authority (QFMA) in its efforts
towards developing the activities and financial services related
to the capital market and position the Qatari capital markets as
a benchmark of financial services in line with the best
international standards and practices approved the granting of
license for one of the financial services companies to practice
the trading activity of margin securities, in order to enhance
liquidity in Qatar Stock Exchange (QSE).
Margin trading will give the investors allowance to buy
securities that are partly funded through the margin financier

CMA Kenya launches anonymous portal to
report malpractices in capital markets
As part of its mandate of ensuring fair, orderly and efficient
markets, the Capital Markets Authority (CMA) launched an
anonymous reporting portal to enable whistle blowers to
report malpractices in the capital markets.
The Chief Executive of CMA, Mr Paul Muthaura, restated the
Authority's commitment to ensuring that the market
operates at the highest levels of integrity hence creating new

(financial services company) who funds a percentage of the
securities' market value purchased for its client pursuant to the
Agreement governing the relation between them. The
ownership of these securities is registered by the client's name,
provided that the percentage of the client's contribution in the
market value shall remain in a secure limit for the financial
services company and shall be controlled by calculating what is
called Maintenance Margin.
The CEO of QFMA, Mr. Nasser Ahmed Al Shaibi said that
cont. page 4
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licensing the margin trading activity is a new addition to the

objectives of this partnership is to develop relevant cooperative

Qatari market contributing in diversifying the funding

arrangements and cross-border collaboration that enable the

resources for the purchase of securities. It is believed that
this initiative would attract more investors and encourage
them to increase their investment volumes in securities listed

growth and meet the business needs of companies and
businesses in our jurisdictions.

SCA UAE Holds Discussions with US SEC and

on QSE as well as enhancing liquidity in the market.

Nasdaq Officials

Financial Services Board (South Africa) and Abu Dhabi Global

Signs MoU with Nasdaq Regulatory Academy to

Market Form New Partnership

Promote Cooperation in Training and Continuing
Education

The Financial Services Board (FSB) of the Republic of South

As part of initiatives aimed to set in motion a plan to have the

Africa and the Financial Services Regulatory Authority (FSRA)

UAE markets reclassified to developed markets status, a

of Abu Dhabi Global Market (ADGM) signed a landmark

delegation led by Dr. Obaid Al Zaabi, Acting CEO of SCA, held

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to enable greater

intensive discussions with officials from Nasdaq, the US

collaboration on regulatory matters and facilitate exchange of

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), the US Commodity

information to promote the robustness and maintain the

Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), and the Financial Industry

integrity of the financial industries in both countries.

Regulatory Authority (FINRA).
The delegation consists of representatives from SCA, the Abu

The MOU sets in place a framework for mutual assistance and

Dhabi Securities Exchange (ADX), and the Dubai Financial

cooperation between both Authorities to enforce or secure

Market (DFM) who met with Nasdaq's president and officials,

compliance with laws and regulations of their respective

SEC Commissioners and senior officials, plus senior officials

Jurisdictions. This underpins their commitment to uphold the

from the CFTC and the FINRA.

highest international regulatory standards and practice in both

The delegation had discussion with Nasdaq's president and

jurisdictions.

officials on matters pertinent to risk management, securities
custody, corporate governance, Nasdaq's listing standards, initial

The agreement was signed by the Executive Officer of the FSB,

public offerings (IPOs), corporate issues, and continuing

Advocate Dube Tshidi, and the Chief Executive Officer of the

education. In the same vein, with Michael Piwowar, the SEC

ADGM Financial Services Regulatory Authority Mr. Richard

Commissioner on

Teng.

exchange of information, and investigation procedures with

In his remarks, the Executive Officer of FSB stated that the MoU

respect to the IOSCO's Multilateral MoU.

presents both institutions with an opportunity to strengthen

The high point of the 3 days visit was the signing of a MoU

cross-border ties, thus promoting integrity, efficiency and

between the Nasdaq Regulatory Academy and SCA to promote

financial soundness through effective regulation of their

cooperation in training and professional qualification. Dr. Obaid

respective jurisdictions. On his part, the CEO of ADGM stated

Al Zaabi signed the MoU with Bob Greifeld, Nasdaq's Chief

his pleasure in establishing this new partnership with the FSB

Operating Officer. The MoU governs cooperation in the

South Africa which is in recognition of their shared ambition to

provision of advisory support to improve regulatory and

foster greater investor protection and support the continuous

supervisory systems in SCA,ADX, and DFM.

SEC's experience in self-regulation, the

development, innovation and supervision of financial products
and activities in both organizations. He added that one of the key
cont. page 5
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Abu Dhabi Global Market Collaborates with

This is to further complement and strengthen the existing
relationship between ADGM and JSC as well as to promote the

Jordan Securities Commission

integrity, efficiency and soundness of their markets through
effective regulation and robust supervision of cross-border
The Financial Services Regulatory Authority (FSRA) of the Abu
Dhabi Global Market (ADGM) and Jordan Securities
Commission (JSC) signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) to enhance regulatory cooperation and foster crossborder activities. The MoU sets a framework for both
Authorities to co-operate on supervisory matters and exchange
of information to maintain the stability and well-being of the
financial systems in the respective capital markets.

transactions in both jurisdictions.
Mr Richard Teng, Chief Executive Officer, FSRA of ADGM said,“It
has been one of ADGM's key priorities to establish closer
cooperation among regional and global regulators to facilitate
cross-border financial activities and uphold the integrity of
capital markets. Our partnership with Jordan Securities
Commission underlines the importance of regional efforts to
bolster the growth of our financial sectors and greater
economies. The FSRA will continue to achieve strategic
partnerships to enable our financial institutions and companies
to expand their global footprints through ADGM's
internationally recognized platform that is underpinned by
global standards and best practices.”
Mr. Mazen Wathaifi, Commissioner of JSC said, “The signing of
the MOU between the JSC and the ADGM signifies an important
step towards a foundation and framework that enables

The MoU was signed by Mr. Mazen Wathaifi, Commissioner of
the Jordan Securities Commission and Mr. Richard Teng, Chief
Executive Officer of the Financial Services Regulatory Authority
of ADGM at the ADGM Authorities Building on Al Maryah Island,

constructive and fruitful cooperation between our institutions.
The agreement signifies our common regulatory goals and
reinforces our roles in enhancing investor protection and
fortifying the regulation of our markets.

Abu Dhabi.

DEVELOPMENT REPORTS
Capital Market Commission (CMC), Angola

securities or in general with the organization and operation of
securities markets.

The Capital Market Commission of Angola (CMC) under its

CMC´s mandate focuses primarily on the protection of the

organic statute, approved by Presidential Decree No. 54/13 of

investors, maintaining the integrity, efficiency and soundness of

6th of June, 2016, the public body responsible for the regulation,

financial markets.

supervision, monitoring and promotion of the capital market

This report aims to present a succinct approach to the

and activities involving all participants that intervene directly or

development of the securities market in Angola and its inclusion

indirectly in the capital markets.

in the national financial system. It is also a brief review of the

Thus, pursuant to the provisions of Law No. 12/05, of 23

rd

activities of the CMC during the last six months, to present the

September, the Securities Law, are subject to supervision by the

prospects for action in this financial market segment.

CMC, financial intermediation agents, independent investment

In this context, the activities aimed at the fulfillment of actions

advisers and other persons exercising activities related to the

leading to the securities market starting in Angola, in the

issuance, distribution, trading and registration or deposit of

implementation of the CMC´s Strategic Plan 2012 - 2017.
cont. page 6
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CMC Angola Act nº 7/16 on Market Infra-structure – that

analysis of each new application to ensure compliance with

establishes the rules on market infra-structure, including the

disclosure requirements. The DFSA recently revised and

centralized systems of securities, registration systems,

implemented an approval of the prospectus and listing process

settlement systems and central counterparties; and Act nº 8/16

for conventional and Shari'a-compliant, fixed-income securities

July on Credit Rating and Complementary Services – establishes

(Sukuk). The review timeline for the first and subsequent

the rules on registration, organization and services restrained to

submission of prospectus and supporting documentation is

the risk rating society.

three business days, and approval of the final submission is
granted within one business day. The current prospectus and

Still in the same period, the Executive Board approved and

listing rules and regulations for fixed income securities are

released the following diplomas:

aligned with international best practice and also with European

Instruction No. 03 / CMC / 07-16 1 July about the Financial

Union Prospectus Directive (2003/71/EC).

Information Provision of Intermediation Agents – that lay down
the operating procedures for the effective implementation of all

At the end of October 2016, 18 Sukuk with a total value of

financial reporting requirements imposed on the agent

USD10.2 billion were admitted to trading, in addition to three

intermediation to strengthen their security, accuracy and quality;

conventional fixed-income securities valued at USD1.3 billion.

Instruction No. 04 / CMC / 07-16 of 12 July about the

Over the same period, the Listing Authority processed 32 fixed-

Information Provision by the Investment Managers of Collective

income transactions, which included prospectus approval and

Investment Schemes - that lay down the operating procedures

listing applications.

for the effective compliance with the disclosure requirements of
the set imposed on the Management Companies for Collective

Overall, the total market cap value of all securities admitted to

Investment Undertakings, as to reinforce its safety, accuracy and

trading on NASDAQ Dubai up until October 2016 is USD95

quality;

billion, USD56billion of which represents the aggregate value of

Dubai Financial Services Authority (DFSA), Dubai

76 listed fixed income securities. 56 out of the 76 fixed income
securities are Sukuk with a market cap of USD43billion. This

Sukuk Listings in the Dubai International Financial

makes NASDAQ Dubai one of the leading venues for Sukuk

Centre (DIFC)

listings in the world.
From the perspective of Sukuk structures, there have been a

The DFSA's Listing Authority has the responsibility for admitting

number of contracts used to form Sukuk, specifically Mudaraba,

securities to the Official List of Securities maintained by the

Wakala, Ijara and Murabaha contracts, while some issuers have

DFSA, setting minimum standards for offerings and listings,

combined at least two of these contracts to suit their cash-flow

company disclosures, takeovers and mergers, enforcing these

model and available Shari'a-compliant assets. The issuers of

standards and ensuring that they keep pace with international

Sukuk are corporate bodies and sovereign entities, the majority

market developments. An issuer, whose securities are admitted

of which are UAE-based; while the rest have come from Hong

to the Official List, is allowed to trade on NASDAQ Dubai, the

Kong, Indonesia, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait.

DIFC's exchange.
Capital Market Authority (CMA), Kenya
The Markets Division of the DFSA, which exercises the Listing

Progress on Exchange Traded Funds (ETF) Listing

Authority role applies a risk-based approach to the review and
approval of prospectuses and determines whether the issuers

Kenya is making significant progress towards listing the first ETF

are eligible for listing.The Listing Authority conducts a thorough

on the Nairobi Securities Exchange.The Guidance Note to
cont. page 7
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facilitate approval for listing was approved in 2015. This Policy
Guidance Note (PGN), which is a regulatory tool developed to

Development Reports
attended this Programme.

support principles-based approach to approval of new capital
markets products in Kenya, outlines the minimum requirements

The Acting Chief Executive, Mr P. K. Kuriachen, in his opening

that have to be met for a potential issuer to come to market.

address to participants, highlighted that this regional event sets

With the relevant Nairobi Securities Exchanging (NSE) listing

another platform for regulators in the SADC to regroup and

and trading rules also having been approved by CMA (Kenya) in

commonly tackle the challenges facing the financial services

July 2016, the Authority has received and is currently reviewing

sector.

its first ETF listing application. Further, joint efforts are being

The hosting of this Familiarization and Training Programme in

made to conduct joint public investor education by the

Mauritius also served as a learning platform and fosters regional

Authority and the NSE on this new product in the Kenyan capital
markets. Corporate Governance for Listed Companies and
Issuers of Securities to the Public.

engagement. Participants learnt from other regional regulators
in better tackling issues of common interests. It was also an
opportunity to increase the visibility of the FSC Mauritius in the

Following the gazettement of the Capital Markets Code of
Corporate Governance for Listed Companies and Issuers of
Securities to the Public in March 2016, CMA Kenya is
collaborating with the International Finance Corporation (IFC)

region, and demonstrates the commitment of the FSC Mauritius
vis-à-vis SADC CISNA.
Participation of FSC Mauritius to the 16th ESAAMLG Council of
Ministers Meeting

to promote good corporate governance (CG) practices through

The FSC Mauritius participated in the 16th Eastern and South

advisory services and CG board leadership programs.A Training

African Anti Money Laundering Group (ESAAMLG) Council of

of Trainers (ToT) workshop has been designed to develop the

Ministers Meeting, the 32nd ESAAMLG Task Force of the Senior

understandings, leadership skills and tools required to promote

Officials Meeting and the 3rd Sub-Sahara Africa Anti-Money

and implement responsible CG practices in Kenya. Specific

Laundering and Combating the Financing of Terrorism

attention is given to the strategic contributions of effective CG

(AML/CFT) Public Private Sector Dialogue held on 28 August to

practices to sustainable economic growth and development. In

02 September 2016. During these five days, the Task Force

addition and in order to ensure that issuers are sensitized and

Members met for the Post Evaluation Implementation of the

well-versed with the new governance requirements, a 2-day

FATF Standards in ESAAMLG Member countries.

training programme for chief executive officers, company

Moreover, the Expert Review Group (ERG) discussed and

secretaries and chief finance officers of listed companies has also

adopted the Zimbabwe AML/CFT detailed assessment report

been organized. Both events will take place in Nairobi in the

undertaken by the ESAAMLG. The different Working Groups

fourth quarter of 2016.

that met comprised, the Working Group on Mutual Evaluations,
Typologies Working Group, the Ad hoc Contact Group for

Financial Services Commission (FSC), Mauritius

Burundi and Madagascar, the Technical Assistance and Training
Coordination Forum, the FIU Forum and the Working Group on

FSC Familiarisation and Training Programme, 11 – 15 July 2016

Risk, Compliance and Financial Inclusion, the Efficiency Scrutiny

The FSC Mauritius hosted a Familiarisation and Training

Working Group and the Legal Working Group which will be

Programme from 11 to 15 July, 2016 at the FSC House for

followed by the 16th ESAAMLG Council of Ministers Meeting.

members of Committee of Insurance, Securities and Non-

Following the Council meeting, the 3rd Sub-Saharan Africa

banking Financial Authorities (CISNA) of the Southern African

AML/CFT Public Private Sector Dialogue (PPSD) will be held.

Development Community (SADC). Thirty four delegates from

This Dialogue is a follow-up of the G8-Sub Saharan Africa

nine SADC Member States, including Mauritius and from Ghana,

AML/CFT PPSD.
cont. page 8
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Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority
(QFCRA), Qatar

Development Reports
to 29/05/2016G, containing the adoption of the updated
Frequently Asked Questions document on its third issuance, and
the resolution of the CMA Board of Commissioners No. 3-104-

Revised Collective Investment Schemes Rules for Retail Real

2016 dated 05/11/1437H corresponding to 08/08/2016G,

Estate Funds become Effective on 19 September, 2016.The QFC

including the adoption of the amended Rules for Qualified

Regulatory Authority introduced revised Collective Investment

Foreign Financial Institutions Investment in Listed Securities.

Schemes Rules 2010 (“COLL”). The new rules were introduced
following public consultation and dialogue with QFC firms and

Financial Serviced Board (FSB), South Africa

industry practitioners.
The amendments to the QFC collective investment schemes

Legal Entity Identifier (LEI)

framework provide retail investors access to invest in real estate

On 18 December 2015 the LEI Regulatory Oversight

funds and therefore a wider pool of investment products in the

Committee (ROC) endorsed Strate (Pty) Ltd (Strate) as a pre-

QFC.

Local Operating Unit (pre-LOU). Strate as a pre- LOU went live
with the LEI application program in February 2016.To date, there

Capital Market Authority (CMA), Saudi Arabia

is a total of 19 registered LEI's on the system. From 7 October
2015, new institutions that wish to become LEI issuers need to

The Board of the CMA issued a Resolution (1-115-2016) dated
28/11/1437H to adopt the updated FAQs in relation to the Rules
for Qualified Foreign Financial Institutions Investment in Listed
Securities and the relevant form.
The issuance is part of CMA's continuous efforts to ensure
clarity of the Implementing Regulations of the Capital Market
Law to help market participants recognize their duties,
responsibilities and rights, which will enhance the level of

be accredited by the Global Legal Entity Identifier Foundation
(GLEIF). The GLEIF assumed the responsibility for accrediting
organizations seeking to become LEI issuers with the conclusion
of a Memorandum of Understanding between GLEIF and the
ROC. Prior to that date, the LEI Regulatory Oversight
Committee (ROC) was responsible for endorsing organizations
as LEI issuers. Existing LEI issuers, previously endorsed by the LEI
ROC, are referred to as 'pre-LOUs'.

compliance with the Capital Market Law and its implementing
regulations.
Accordingly, and based on the Capital Market Law its resolution
Number 1-115-2016 Dated 28/11/1437H corresponding to
31/8/2016 to adopt the updated Frequently Asked Questions
document ("FAQs") in relation to the Rules to Qualified Foreign
Financial Institutions Investment in Listed Securities and the
relevant forms.

Strate is currently in the process to be accredited as a Local
Operating Unit (LOU) by the Global Legal Entity Identifier
Foundation. Strate signed a Non-Disclosure Agreement with the
GLEIF which was approved on the 20th of May 2016. On 7th of
July 2016 Strate submitted an Accreditation Plan which is a
prerequisite for the submission and the signing of a Master
Agreement with the GLEIF.

The FAQs include answers to the frequent questions that were
received during the consultation period, which enable
concerned and interested parties to provide their comments
and observations with regards to the amended Rules for
Qualified Foreign Financial Institutions Investment in Listed
Securities ("the Rules").
The CMA Board of Commissioners had previously issued its
resolution No. 25-65-2016 dated 22/08/1437H corresponding

T + 3 project
On Monday 11 July, 2016, South Africa's financial markets went
live with a shorter three-day settlement cycle, (referred to as
T+3) to align the South African market with international best
practice settlement standards.
The JSE had initially anticipated that between 5 and 10 percent of
trades would roll in the new environment (a rate already lower
cont. page 9
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E23,177,883,413.00 from Q1-2016 which was reported as

than international benchmarks). A zero roll rate was however
achieved.

E22,981,974,329.00.That is to say that, on June 30th 2016, capital

Exchange applications

markets entities had $1,572,447,992.74 under their

The FSB has granted 2 new exchange licenses, and are assessing 4

management and advisement. (Exchange rate $1=E14.74).

more.
Investment Management
International Liaison

The total assets held by Collective Investment Scheme Managers

In August 2015, the Growth and Emerging Markets (“GEM”)

(CISM) and Investment Advisors (IA) grew to $1,572,447,992.74

Committee established a Corporate Governance Task Force

in the period under review. This represents a 0.85% increase in

(“CGTF”), comprising 16 GEM Committee members.The CGTF

AUM from Q1-2016. Funds sourced from the Pension Funds

was chaired by Comissão de Valores Mobiliários (“CVM Brazil”),

continued to dominate the Capital Markets industry accounting

and had Financial Securities Commission (“FSC Jamaica”),

for 74% of the total value of funds. Illustrating the important role

Financial Services Board (“FSB South Africa”) and Comisión

that Pension funds play in the long-term development of capital

Naciona lBancaria y de Valores (“CNBV Mexico”) as penholders.

markets in Swaziland.

It also benefitted from the additional review and support from

Assets under management per geographic allocation The

Securities Commission (“SC Malaysia”).

Domestic gross assets grew to 25% illustrating an 8% increase

The CGTF reviewed three key topics of corporate governance:

from Q1-2016, as shown by figure 2 below. This shows that the

board composition; remuneration and incentive structures; and

industry has been slowing moving towards complying with the

risk management and internal controls. These topics were

50% local asset requirement as per Section 71 of the Securities

benchmarked against the G20/OECD Principles of Corporate

Act, 2010. Table 1 below shows the values of assets held by

Governance.The final report is being finalised.

geographic allocation.

Financial Services Regulatory Authority (FSRA),

Table 1:The values of assets held by geographic allocation

Swaziland
The Financial Services Regulatory Authority (FSRA) in the
period under review licensed MB Financial Consultants as an
Investment Adviser; bringing the total number of licensed

Domestic

CMA

Offshore

TOTAL

Gross

Gross

Gross

Assets

Assets

Assets

$384677

$745 310

$442 460

$1 572 447

127

102

763

992

entities within the Capital Markets Development Division to 24.
With encouragement from the FSRA, the capital markets

Source: CMDD

industry association has been formed with Mr. Thabo Magagula
appointed as Chairman and Ms. Gugu Simelane as its Secretary.
The Capital Markets Development Division (CMDD) welcomes
the formation of the association which will help promote the
development of deep, liquid, efficient and transparent capital
markets in Swaziland.
The FSRA continues to monitor the industry's transition
towards compliance with the 50% local asset requirement for
the funds under management in their portfolios.
As at 30 June 2016 the total Assets under Management (AUM)
and Assets under Advisement (AUA), grew by 0.85% to

The enforcement of the 50% local asset requirement for
Collective Investment Scheme Managers (CISM) and the
possibility of the pension funds' local asset requirement
increasing from 30% to 50%, will help address the issue of
liquidity and size of the capital markets industry. This could
encourage private companies to publicly list on the Swaziland
Stock Exchange (SSX). However, to motivate private companies
to go public would require further legislation which compels
pension funds to channel a portion of their funds to the local
stock market.
cont. page 10
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Development Reports

Financial Market Council (FMC), Tunisia

(WAEMU/CREPMF)

Legislation

At the end of 2015, the activities on the WAEMU primary market

The Financial Market Council (FMC) Tunisia, enacted a new Law

have slightly decreased compared to 2014.The capital raised by

on banks and financial institutions on July 11th, 2016. The Law

the States and the private sector through the bonds and stock

deals with the following issues:

issue stood at XOF 609. Billion against XOF 759.7 billion in 2014,

The definition of Islamic finance tools and main

a decrease of 19.7 %.These issuing are mainly XOF 540.4 billion

contracts (Ijara/ Murabaha/ Salam…);

of state bond (88.7 %).

The review of the banks and financial institutions

The decrease in 2015 could be explained by the socio-political

'licensing procedures;

situation (presidential elections) in four (4) of eight (8) countries

An upward review of the banks and financial

in the WAEMU. Nevertheless, the average of XOF 500 billion

institution's minimum legal capital:

funds raised (general trend over the last five years) has been

·

Banks: from 25.000.000 TND to 50.000.000 TND; and

maintained.

·

Financial institutions: from 10.000.000 TND to

Between January and September 2016, the Conseil Régional has

25.000.000 TND.

authorized and/or registered thirteen (13) transactions (for a

·

The enhancement of the governance rules;

total amount of XOF 921.4 billion). The most important

·

The definition of systemically important banks and

operations have been (3 IPOs, 3 States Bonds, 3Sukuks from

financial institutions and of the possible Central Bank's

Côte d'Ivoire, Sénégal and Togo).

·

·

·

legal actions;
·

The definition of the rescue and remedial measures

Secondary market

package for banks and financial institutions.

At the end of December 2015, the key indexes within the region

The FMC also enacted a new Investment Law in September

recorded growth.The BRVM 10 index stood at 290.53, an 8.54 %

2016.This Law, which will allow greater flexibility, will come into

increase while the BRVM Composite (All shares index) gained

effect as of January 1st, 2017.

17.77 % to 303.93.This upward trend of the stock price at BRVM
affected market capitalization positively which was 9,078.9 at the

Supervision

end of 2015, representing an increase of 21.72 %. Equity market

The FMC constituted a Macro-prudential oversight and financial

rose by 18.67 % and Bond markets by 38.65 %.

crisis management Committee within the Central Bank of
Tunisia.This committee held its first meeting in September 2016
whereby internal rules and work processes were adopted.
International Cooperation
•

The FMC attended the AMF France Immersion Week
on the regulator's missions and on-going work;

•

Participated in the Union of Arab Securities Authorities
(UASA) practical training in Cairo. The main topic was
on Supervision & monitoring of capital markets.

West Africa Economic and Monetary Union
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Resource Centre

Resource Center Terms
i. Efficient Market Hypothesis - EMH

on by the company to which it was owed. Zombie debt can
haunt a debtor if a debt collector buys the debt for a low price

The efficient market hypothesis (EMH) is an investment theory
that states it is impossible to "beat the market" because stock

from the company in attempt to recover the owed funds
iv. Repo 105

market efficiency causes existing share prices to always

A Repo 105 is an accounting trick in which a company classifies a

incorporate and reflect all relevant information.
ii. Wirehouse Broker

short-term loan as a sale and subsequently uses the cash
proceeds from said sale to reduce its liabilities. In the repo

A non-independent broker working for a wirehouse firm, or a

market, companies are able to gain access to the excess funds of

firm with multiple branches such as a national brokerage house.

other firms for short periods in exchange for collateral (usually

A wirehouse broker is typically a full-service broker, offering

a bond). The company that borrows the funds will promise to

research, investment advice and order execution. By being

pay back the short-term loan with a small amount of interest

affiliated with the wirehouse, the broker gains access to the

and the collateral typically never changes hands. This is what

firm's proprietary investment products, research and

allows firms to record the incoming cash as a sale; the collateral

technology.

is assumed to have been "sold off" and bought back later.

iii.

Zombie Debt

A type of bad debt that is so old a person may have forgotten he
or she owed it in the first place.The debt has likely been given up

Upcoming IOSCO Events and Training
2016 AMCC Mid-Year Meeting and 9th Annual IOSCO
AMCC Training Seminar, Chicago, US, 25-28
September 2016 – Registration Open

Registration is now open for the 2016 IOSCO/Program on
International Financial Systems at Harvard Law School (PIFSHLS) Global Certificate Program for Regulators of Securities

The 2016 AMCC Mid-Year Meeting and 9th Annual IOSCO

Markets. IOSCO and PIFS-HLS jointly developed a two-phase

AMCC Training Seminar will take place in Chicago, US, on

program aimed at offering IOSCO members an executive

respectively 25-26 September and 27-28 September 2016. The

education program that is exclusively tailored for regulators of

National Futures Association (NFA) will host both events.

securities markets. Attendees have up to three years to
complete both phases of the Global Certificate Program.

9th Edition IOSCO AMCC Training Seminar, Chicago,
US, 27-28 September 2016 – Registration Open!
The IOSCO Affiliate Members Consultative Committee will
hold its 9th annual Training Seminar on September 27 to 28,
2016, in Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.The seminar, kindly hosted by the
National Futures Association (NFA), is open to all IOSCO
members and free of charge. Last year´s edition in Zurich

Successful attendees will be awarded a joint certificate of
participation issued by IOSCO and PIFS-Harvard Law School.
Also, IOSCO members may attend any part of the program on a
non-certificate basis.
11th Joint IOSCO/FSI Seminar on Trading Book Issues
and Market Infrastructure, Madrid, Spain, 16-18
November 2016

attracted more than 140 participants from 50 jurisdictions.
IOSCO and the Financial Stability Institute (FSI) from 16-18
IOSCO/PIFS-Harvard Law School Global Certificate
Program for Regulators of Securities Markets, Madrid,

November 2016 in Madrid, Spain will jointly host the annual
IOSCO/FSI Seminar.

Spain, 17-28 October 2016 & Cambridge, MA, United
States, 4-9 December 2016 – Registration Open!
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PHOTO NEWS

Nigeria Securities Exchange and Commission (SEC) and FMDQ OTC sensitization
forum at the Capital Markets Authority offices Nairobi on August 1, 2016

Union of Securities Authories (UASA) and bloomberg held a Round Table on
Investment Funds and Fixed Income on September 7th & 8th 2016

Capital Markets Authority, Chief Executive, Paul Muthaura presents a token of appreciation
to a council member during the East African Legislative Assembly (EALA) at the Capital Markets
Authority Offices on July 14, 2016.Looking on is the Chapter Chairlady, Hon. Nancy Abisai MP.
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